Petition for admission into the Ph.D. in Biological Sciences/MBA dual degree

This form should be completed at a regular meeting of a student’s dissertation committee. The Chair should provide a copy of this report to the student and to each member of the Committee. The original, along with the formal committee report form, is submitted to the Graduate Program Director.

Name of Student: ___________________________ Name of Chair: ___________________________

Date of Meeting: ___________________________

The dissertation committee recommends that the student

[Check one box]

☐ be allowed to change the degree sought to the Ph.D Biological Sciences/MBA with the understanding that the MBA coursework will not interfere in anyway with progress towards the Ph.D.

☐ not be admitted into Ph.D Biological Sciences/MBA dual major

Please elaborate on any conditions for this recommendation or details concerning the basis for this decision___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

List the MBA courses completed during “interest status” with grades earned.

Signatures of dissertation committee members and student:

________________________________   ________________________________
Chair        Member

________________________________   ________________________________
Member        Member

________________________________   ________________________________
Member       Student
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